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Free read In the presence of high beings
what dolphins want you to know by bobbie
sandoz merrill 2005 paperback (Read Only)
presents numerous facts about dolphins using a series of questions and answers how
intelligent are dolphins is their communication system really as complex as human
language and are they as friendly and peaceful as they are made out to be the western
world has had an enduring love affair with dolphins since the early 1960s with fanciful
claims of their healing powers and super intelligence myths and pseudoscience abound on
the subject justin gregg weighs up the claims made about dolphin intelligence and
separates scientific fact from fiction he puts our knowledge about dolphin behaviour
and intelligence into perspective with comparisons to scientific studies of other
animals especially the crow family and great apes he gives fascinating accounts of the
challenges of testing what an animal with flippers and no facial expressions might be
animal behaviour gregg challenges many of the widespread beliefs about dolphins while
also inspiring the reader with the remarkable abilities common to many of the less
glamorized animals around us such as chickens the original book sold more than 40 000
copies in japan and became a huge hit drastically changing the lives of many people
feel the message of love as if you are actually swimming together with the dolphins in
the big blue the healing power of dolphins a heartfelt and spiritual interaction
between humans and the dolphins that are so akin to them an elegant and splendid dance
as if you are in the water with the dolphins a book fi lled with magical power and
glamour dolphins mammals akin to humans have a strong family consciousness and are very
playful an elegant and splendid dance of dolphins in the world of the big blue and has
magical healing power that cannot be explained by modern science the author who wished
to live like dolphins with love and harmony actually experienced swimming with wild
dolphins and ended up captivated by their magical power this is a book that reveals all
the charm of dolphins yurika nozaki mclaughlin is a wise and gentle writer and teacher
who has inspired many people to open up to their greatest potential this book has
helped others see and feel the process of growth and transformation yurika has
experienced as a result of her encounters with dolphins in the wild in the presence of
high beings chronicles well established author columnist and counseling consultant
bobbie sandoz merrill s decade of remarkable experiences while swimming with a pod of
wild dolphins off the shores of her hawaiian home in the presence of high beings also
contains valuable guidelines for swimming with dolphins and whales in the wild come
converse with these high beings in the pages of this book join them in their spinning
dance to god when dolphins ruled the earth is a satirical fantasy following the plight
of adam barnard as he journeys from a successful business executive to a genuine human
being adam encounters a strange nurse a curious scottish salmon and dolphins with arms
and legs who speak perfectly good english the dolphins tell him they once ruled the
earth they had jobs houses cars governments banks supermarkets and incredibly some
dolphins were even estate agents adam along with professor van halen and a dolphin
called zinc must find secret scrolls which reveal how to fight against global greed and
defeat man sharks before the entire planet is engulfed in total confusion when dolphins
ruled the earth is complete coherent and well written it is often very funny and the
story simple and compelling i enjoyed it very much simon maginn writer of the sheep
filmed as the dark starring sean bean in the cold waters off the coast of northwestern
washington the cold war rages on the uss ohio a newly refitted trident ballistic
missile submarine based in bangor washington is a source of great curiosity to the
russian military if their intelligence is to be believed the us navy now possesses the
technical ability to render its fleet invisible when a scuba diver is killed in the
waters that us coast guard commander matthew reynolds patrols reynolds finds himself
caught up in a war of international intrigue tanya andrushyn a specialist from the us
navy s satellite intelligence operation in hawaii is called in to investigate just how
did the russians manage to plant deep water spy buoys in the waters of the strait of
juan de fuca without being spotted a group of specialists and their secret team of
trained dolphins are also brought in to neutralize the sono bouys when one of the
dolphins gets trapped on the ocean floor however andrushyn and her team must make an
impossible choice sacrifice the animal and risk detection or risk her own life to
rescue it to even attempt such an operation they risk disclosing the existence of top
secret underwater breathing unit technology she makes her decision and soon finds
herself in need of rescue andrushyn suspects the sono buoys are uploading data via
satellites so she and reynolds try to trick the equipment into sending misinformation
instead the race is on to complete the modifications before their plan is discovered a
compelling up close memoir of a career spent among marine mammals and a portrait of the
daily lives of dolphins publishers weekly working among charismatic and clever dolphins
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in the wild is a unique thrill and this book invites us shore bound dreamers to join
maddalena bearzi as she travels alongside them in a fascinating account she takes us
inside the world of a marine scientist and offers a firsthand understanding of marine
mammal behavior as well as the frustrations and delights that make up dolphin research
bearzi recounts her experiences at sea tracing her own evolution as a woman and a
scientist from her earliest travails to her transformation into an advocate for
conservation and dolphin protection these compelling in depth descriptions of her
fieldwork also present a captivating look into dolphin social behavior and intelligence
drawing on her extensive experience with the metropolitan bottlenose dolphins of
california in particular she offers insights into the daily lives of these creatures as
well as the difficulties involved in collecting the data that transforms hunches into
hypotheses and eventually scientific facts the book closes by addressing the critical
environmental and conservation problems facing these magnificent socially complex
highly intelligent and emotional beings pairing vivid images of bottlenose dolphins
swimming together and caring for one another with descriptions of the meticulous
scientific work required to record their behavior maddalena bearzi sheds light on the
life of a field biologist a beautifully written account library journal in this
inspiring book harvard trained child and adult psychiatrist and expert in human
motivation dr shimi kang provides a guide to the art and science of inspiring children
to develop their own internal drive and a lifelong love of learning drawing on the
latest neuroscience and behavioral research dr kang shows why pushy tiger parents and
permissive jellyfish parents actually hinder self motivation she proposes a powerful
new parenting model the intelligent joyful playful highly social dolphin dolphin
parents focus on maintaining balance in their children s lives to gently yet
authoritatively guide them toward lasting health happiness and success as the medical
director for child and youth mental health community programs in vancouver dr kang has
witnessed firsthand the consequences of parental pressure anxiety disorders high stress
levels suicides and addictions as the mother of three children and as the daughter of
immigrant parents who struggled to give their children the best in life her mother
could not read and her father taught her math while they drove around in his taxi dr
kang argues that often the simplest benefits we give our children are the most valuable
by trusting our deepest intuitions about what is best for our kids we will in turn
allow them to develop key dolphin traits to enable them to thrive in an increasingly
complex world adaptability community mindedness creativity and critical thinking life
is a journey through ever changing waters and dolphin parents know that the most
valuable help we can give our children is to assist them in developing their own inner
compass combining irrefutable science with unforgettable real life stories the dolphin
parent walks readers through dr kang s four part method for cultivating self motivation
the book makes a powerful case that we are not forced to choose between being
permissive or controlling the third option the option that will prepare our kids for
success in a future that will require adaptability is the dolphin way conversations
with madeleine l engle is the first collection of interviews with the beloved children
s book author best known for her 1962 newbery award winning novel a wrinkle in time
however madeleine l engle s accomplishments as a writer spread far beyond children s
literature beginning her career as a literary novelist for adults l engle 1918 2007
continued to write fiction for both young and old long after a wrinkle in time in her
sixties she published personal memoirs and devotional texts that explored her
relationship with religion at the time of her death l engle was mourned by fans of her
children s books and the larger christian community l engle s books as well as her life
were often marked by contradictions a consummate storyteller l engle carefully crafted
and performed a public self image via her interviews weaving through the documentable
facts in these interviews are partial lies misdirections and wish fulfillment fantasies
but when read against her fictions these truths can help us see l engle more deeply
what she wanted for herself and for her children what she believed about good and evil
and what she thought was the right way and the wrong way to be a family than if she had
been able to articulate the truth more directly the thirteen interviews collected here
reveal an amazing feat of authorial self fashioning as l engle transformed from
novelist to children s author to christian writer and attempted to craft a public
persona that would speak to each of these different audiences in meaningful yet not
painfully revealing ways dolphins marine biologist ellen prager chats with host michele
ammon about her new book adventure on dolphin island it s a delightful tale full of
fascinating sea creatures and is sure to make a big splash with kids of all ages a
story of the people of the sea the adventure begins when johnny who has run away from
home and hidden aboard an intercontinental hovership is shipwrecked in the middle of
the south pacific ocean stranded on a raft and in an apparently hopeless situation he
is propelled by a pack of dolphins towards an island in the great barrier reef a famous
centre for dolphin research professor kazan the director of research shares johnny s
bewilderment as to the reason for the dolphin rescue operation and arranges for johnny
to stay on the island to assist in unravelling the mystery in the chapters that follow
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johnny learns how to communicate with dolphins explores the coral reef goes skin diving
at night survives a fearful hurricane unearths a horrifying underwater conspiracy and
in an intensely exciting final episode makes a dangerous 100 mile tip on surfboard
towed turn and turn about by his two closest dolphin friends when a baby albino dolphin
caught in old fishing netting washes ashore paralympics sailing hopeful felix and
english school girl kara work with veterinarians and specialists to save and reunite
the dolphin with her mother setting off a chain of events that might just save the reef
from the environmental effects of proposed dredging the dolphin letters offers an
unprecedented portrait of robert lowell and elizabeth hardwick during the last seven
years of lowell s life 1970 to 1977 a time of personal crisis and creative innovation
for both writers centred on the letters they exchanged with each other and with other
members of their circle writers intellectuals friends and publishers including
elizabeth bishop caroline blackwood mary mccarthy and adrienne rich the book has the
narrative sweep of a novel telling the story of the dramatic breakup of their twenty
one year marriage and their extraordinary but late reconciliation lowell s
controversial sonnet sequence the dolphin for which he used hardwick s letters as a
source and his last book day by day were written during this period as were hardwick s
influential books seduction and betrayal essays on women in literature and sleepless
nights a novel lowell and hardwick are acutely intelligent observers of marriages
children and friends and of the feelings that their personal crises gave rise to the
dolphin letters masterfully edited by saskia hamilton is a debate about the limits of
art what occasions a work of art what moral and artistic license artists have to make
use of their lives as material what formal innovations such debates give rise to the
crisis of lowell s the dolphin was profoundly affecting to everyone surrounding him and
bishop s warning to lowell art just isn t worth that much haunts this scientific memoir
by an aquarium researcher illuminate s the world of the dolphin s amazing intelligence
and playfulness temple grandin one comes away from reiss s book agreeing that dolphins
are among the smartest creatures on the planet and that they merit not just our
attention but our care and protection the new york times dolphins are creative and self
aware with distinct personalities and the ability to communicate with humans they craft
their own toys use underwater keyboards and live in complex societies throughout the
seas and yet some nations continue to slaughter them indiscriminately diana reiss is
one of the world s leading experts on dolphin intelligence her decades of research and
interactions with dolphins have made her a strong advocate for their global protection
in the dolphin in the mirror reiss demonstrates just how smart dolphins really are and
makes a compelling case for why we must protect them reiss who served as an adviser on
the oscar winning 2009 film the cove writes passionately about the need to protect
these sentient creatures the washington post reiss fills the book with such intriguing
tales and with the science behind them reiss is passionate about her science but she is
passionate about her subjects as well the tampa bay times her enthusiasm is contagious
publishers weekly reiss has managed no small feat synthesizing personal experience
descriptive material and scientific fact no one reading this book could possibly remain
untouched by the beauty and intelligence of these powerful mammals of the sea irene
pepperberg author of alex me dolphin days is a high seas adventure novel of crime
fiction it takes place in provincetown ma during the winter of 1980 attack at the
dolphin is written by former sydney morning herald journalist and woman about town
bridget wilson set during the hard drinking high roller days of 1990 s sydney this
short entertaining read is a sometimes painful always moving often funny meditation on
marriage fidelity love and lust loyalty and betrayal married for many years to her most
devoted fan the book s protagonist finds herself coming undone when a bright young
cadet at the newspaper where she works starts paying her attention flattered and
surprised she finds herself drinking in sydney s trendiest bars with a toyboy on her
arm meanwhile her patient husband waits at home then one of her best women friends
steps into the equation and all hell breaks loose the books central scene is set in one
of sydney s best known inner city pubs the dolphin it is here that the woman
protagonist all too aware of her own hypocrisy confronts her unfaithful young lover and
disloyal friend a scandalous affair an old man with an attitude problem a family inn
crumbling to the ground will she ever survive the summer tana martin was living her
best life until suddenly she wasn t when she catches her husband with a woman half her
age her friend suggests that she needs a little you time meaning swimsuits mai tais and
golden sand beaches not a cantankerous old man who needs a caretaker and a family inn
that has fallen into a state of disrepair she should be celebrating her silver wedding
anniversary instead she s gearing up for the worst summer of her life but dolphin bay
the small island off the coast of maine where tana spent much of her childhood has more
than a few surprises in store amid the sea breeze days and starry nights old
friendships are rekindled new flames are ignited and tana begins to realize that the
life she left behind might not be the one she craves after all visit the beautiful
island of dolphin bay where friendship hope love and pastries are plentiful this small
town women s fiction series is perfect for readers of all ages going to dolphin school
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under the sea is a magical experience for pearl and her friends it s time for dolphin
school s annual show off day it s a chance for students to perform what they ve learned
for the whole dolphin community pearl and her friends echo splash and flip are excited
to come up with the best group routine ever but they all have different interests and
they can t agree on what to show off can the dolphin friends come up with a compromise
or will they end up looking silly in front of everyone internationally renowned dolphin
expert dr horace dobbs tells the incredible story of over two decades work with
dolphins and reveals new research that shows how dolphins can inspire us not only with
their beauty and intelligence they can also heal us physically and emotionally dobbs
explores possible scientific explanations for the healing power of dolphins which he
supports with many heart warming tales of personal transformation these stories include
that of bill who after swimming with dolphins was completely cured after 12 years of
depression lilo who s terminal cancer regressed and the incredible story of eve a
severely autistic girl who uttered her first word good after meeting a dolphin the book
also examines the success of organised dolphin healing around the world including the
work of the famous dolphin healing centre in kyoto japan inspiring and deeply moving
dolphin healing heralds a breathtaking new development in communications between humans
and dolphins is a secret halved high flying oncologist professor jack kincaid isn t
convinced by the treatment offered at dolphin bay healing resort but if there s the
slightest possibility that dolphins can help his little nephew harry he needs to give
it a chance especially when he recognizes beautiful therapist dr kate martin the woman
he once knew as cathy jack can t help but be intrigued and he s just as attracted to
her as he always was and when kate reveals to him the devastating secret that she will
do anything to escape not only does she share her burden but she starts to open up jack
s locked away heart too utterly enjoyable stylist perfect easy reading sun when darcy
mccall loses her beloved aunt molly she doesn t expect any sort of inheritance let
alone a small island located off the west coast of ireland tara hasn t been lived on
for years but according to molly s will darcy must stay there for twelve months in
order to fully inherit it s a big shock and she s even more shocked to hear that she
needs to persuade a village full of people to settle there too darcy has to leave
behind her independent city life and swap stylish heels for muddy wellies between
sorting everything from the plumbing to the pub darcy meets confident charming conor
and sensible stubborn dermot but who will make her feel really at home another
fabulously fun rom com novel from the author of from notting hill with love actually
crystal skulls invite you on a journey of deeper understanding of who you are learn to
understand crystal skulls their different characteristics their special energies and
how you can use these energies for your personal growth there s a pod of dolphins in
the bay and meg and mike s teacher ms lee gets the kids involved in the adopt a dolphin
scheme everyone brings a dollar so they can support the dolphins and go on a dolphin
watching trip and nothing can spoil the most perfect day out not even when the money
disappears and greash and foxie are the prime suspects as usual dollar for dolphin is
the tenth instalment in a series loved by children all over australia in the midst of a
pleasant cruise jayla a freshman in college is thrown overboard when the ship
encounters a storm she loses consciousness and wakes in an unfamiliar place surrounded
by strangers who explain that her ship sank but she was brought to this place an
undersea domed world by dolphins convinced shes at the mercy of crazy people especially
when they tell her she must remain in this new world for the rest of her life she
decides to bide her time while planning her escape jayla believes she has an ally in
ryan the ships only other survivor but he succumbs to a red tide addiction putting him
into the enemy camp she has no choice but to learn more about the other inhabitants of
this home below the sea she finds they are all survivors or offspring of survivors of
plane crashes and shipwrecks they salvage what they need from sunken ships and planes
with the help of sea creatures but not all the aquatic inhabitants are friends some are
even deadly enemies of the dome dwellers the domes undesirables those who cant manage
in a decent societyand ryan soon proves to be one of theseare expelled to another area
of the dome a dingy slum jayla finds love and companionship from an unexpected
speciesher dolcher adev and a dome dweller arn she discovers that life in the dome can
be pleasant but she still misses the life she knew she decides to find a way to be able
to live in both worlds with the help of arn who was born in the dome and knows no other
life the dome dweller chronicles follow jayla arn ryan and a cast of underwater dome
inhabitants as they launch into new adventures and find mysterious ocean floor domes
around the globe the second book in the heart warming white giraffe series by lauren st
john featuring the african adventures of martine and her magical white giraffe a school
trip to see dolphins is a dream come true for best friends martine and ben until a
storm strikes their cruise ship in the treacherous seas of mozambique rescued by
dolphins they find themselves in an island paradise but one surrounded by sharks and
packed with peril the idyllic turquoise waters hide a secret that threatens both the
children and the dolphins martine s special gift might help but she can t do it alone
when she needs a true friend who will be there welcome to dolphin island where the
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tropical sun shines the dolphins play and friendship is always just down the beach
hurricane season is here and abby can t help but worry about the danger it may bring to
the resort and the dolphins living in the cove if the wind gets any stronger and the
waves grow any wilder everyone might have to evacuate that doesn t stop abby from
introducing a new guest named delaney to her dolphin friends but when the storm hits
and delaney s dad gets stranded in open water it s abby and her dolphin friends to the
rescue a thrilling fantasy of adventure love coming of age and talking dolphins by
award winner robert t jeschonek author of the booklist top ten first novel for youth my
favorite band does not exist how can a teenage girl who s afraid of the water become
queen of a kingdom above and beneath the sea raised on savage shark island cryssa
seachild escapes to her true home a tropical camelot protected by talking dolphin
knights in shining armor a dolphin knight named seek helps cryssa overcome her fear of
the water and forge a new destiny as queen of land and sea but cryssa struggles with
her dual heritage torn between the ways of dolphins and sharks when the people of shark
island spring a trap to steal back cryssa her world explodes in a war between armies of
human warriors and sea creatures cryssa must risk everything to end the war single
handedly save the dolphin knight she loves and forge a brighter tomorrow for the
clashing kingdoms join the residents of dolphin bay one last time as they gear up for a
holiday season they ll never forget the trees are decorated carols are floating on the
saltwater air and the island s golden sand is blanketed in white amidst the beauty of
the christmas season tana and her friends reflect on their past right the wrongs of
their present and create the future they ve always dreamed of another year is drawing
to a close and so too is their story visit the beautiful island of dolphin bay where
friendship hope love and pastries are plentiful this small town women s fiction series
is perfect for readers of all ages before the dawn of man there was a covenant between
the land and the sea people a covenant long forgotten by those who stayed on shore but
indelibly etched in the minds of others the dolphins of altair now the covenant had
been broken dolphins were being wantonly sacrificed in the name of scientific research
their waters increasingly polluted their number dangerously diminished they had to find
allies and strike back allies willing to sever their own earthly bonds for the sake of
their sea brothers willing if necessary to execute the destruction of the whole human
race v 12 contains the archer christmas 1877
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Everything dolphin : what kids really want to know about dolphins 2005 presents
numerous facts about dolphins using a series of questions and answers
Are Dolphins Really Smart? 2013-09-26 how intelligent are dolphins is their
communication system really as complex as human language and are they as friendly and
peaceful as they are made out to be the western world has had an enduring love affair
with dolphins since the early 1960s with fanciful claims of their healing powers and
super intelligence myths and pseudoscience abound on the subject justin gregg weighs up
the claims made about dolphin intelligence and separates scientific fact from fiction
he puts our knowledge about dolphin behaviour and intelligence into perspective with
comparisons to scientific studies of other animals especially the crow family and great
apes he gives fascinating accounts of the challenges of testing what an animal with
flippers and no facial expressions might be animal behaviour gregg challenges many of
the widespread beliefs about dolphins while also inspiring the reader with the
remarkable abilities common to many of the less glamorized animals around us such as
chickens
What Dolphins Told Me 2003 the original book sold more than 40 000 copies in japan and
became a huge hit drastically changing the lives of many people feel the message of
love as if you are actually swimming together with the dolphins in the big blue the
healing power of dolphins a heartfelt and spiritual interaction between humans and the
dolphins that are so akin to them an elegant and splendid dance as if you are in the
water with the dolphins a book fi lled with magical power and glamour dolphins mammals
akin to humans have a strong family consciousness and are very playful an elegant and
splendid dance of dolphins in the world of the big blue and has magical healing power
that cannot be explained by modern science the author who wished to live like dolphins
with love and harmony actually experienced swimming with wild dolphins and ended up
captivated by their magical power this is a book that reveals all the charm of dolphins
yurika nozaki mclaughlin is a wise and gentle writer and teacher who has inspired many
people to open up to their greatest potential this book has helped others see and feel
the process of growth and transformation yurika has experienced as a result of her
encounters with dolphins in the wild
In the Presence of High Beings 2005 in the presence of high beings chronicles well
established author columnist and counseling consultant bobbie sandoz merrill s decade
of remarkable experiences while swimming with a pod of wild dolphins off the shores of
her hawaiian home in the presence of high beings also contains valuable guidelines for
swimming with dolphins and whales in the wild come converse with these high beings in
the pages of this book join them in their spinning dance to god
Tuna/dolphin Issues 1996 when dolphins ruled the earth is a satirical fantasy following
the plight of adam barnard as he journeys from a successful business executive to a
genuine human being adam encounters a strange nurse a curious scottish salmon and
dolphins with arms and legs who speak perfectly good english the dolphins tell him they
once ruled the earth they had jobs houses cars governments banks supermarkets and
incredibly some dolphins were even estate agents adam along with professor van halen
and a dolphin called zinc must find secret scrolls which reveal how to fight against
global greed and defeat man sharks before the entire planet is engulfed in total
confusion when dolphins ruled the earth is complete coherent and well written it is
often very funny and the story simple and compelling i enjoyed it very much simon
maginn writer of the sheep filmed as the dark starring sean bean
When Dolphins Ruled the Earth 2015-08-20 in the cold waters off the coast of
northwestern washington the cold war rages on the uss ohio a newly refitted trident
ballistic missile submarine based in bangor washington is a source of great curiosity
to the russian military if their intelligence is to be believed the us navy now
possesses the technical ability to render its fleet invisible when a scuba diver is
killed in the waters that us coast guard commander matthew reynolds patrols reynolds
finds himself caught up in a war of international intrigue tanya andrushyn a specialist
from the us navy s satellite intelligence operation in hawaii is called in to
investigate just how did the russians manage to plant deep water spy buoys in the
waters of the strait of juan de fuca without being spotted a group of specialists and
their secret team of trained dolphins are also brought in to neutralize the sono bouys
when one of the dolphins gets trapped on the ocean floor however andrushyn and her team
must make an impossible choice sacrifice the animal and risk detection or risk her own
life to rescue it to even attempt such an operation they risk disclosing the existence
of top secret underwater breathing unit technology she makes her decision and soon
finds herself in need of rescue andrushyn suspects the sono buoys are uploading data
via satellites so she and reynolds try to trick the equipment into sending
misinformation instead the race is on to complete the modifications before their plan
is discovered
Red Buoys, Blue Dolphins 2013-06-10 a compelling up close memoir of a career spent
among marine mammals and a portrait of the daily lives of dolphins publishers weekly
working among charismatic and clever dolphins in the wild is a unique thrill and this
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book invites us shore bound dreamers to join maddalena bearzi as she travels alongside
them in a fascinating account she takes us inside the world of a marine scientist and
offers a firsthand understanding of marine mammal behavior as well as the frustrations
and delights that make up dolphin research bearzi recounts her experiences at sea
tracing her own evolution as a woman and a scientist from her earliest travails to her
transformation into an advocate for conservation and dolphin protection these
compelling in depth descriptions of her fieldwork also present a captivating look into
dolphin social behavior and intelligence drawing on her extensive experience with the
metropolitan bottlenose dolphins of california in particular she offers insights into
the daily lives of these creatures as well as the difficulties involved in collecting
the data that transforms hunches into hypotheses and eventually scientific facts the
book closes by addressing the critical environmental and conservation problems facing
these magnificent socially complex highly intelligent and emotional beings pairing
vivid images of bottlenose dolphins swimming together and caring for one another with
descriptions of the meticulous scientific work required to record their behavior
maddalena bearzi sheds light on the life of a field biologist a beautifully written
account library journal
Dolphin Confidential 2012-03-05 in this inspiring book harvard trained child and adult
psychiatrist and expert in human motivation dr shimi kang provides a guide to the art
and science of inspiring children to develop their own internal drive and a lifelong
love of learning drawing on the latest neuroscience and behavioral research dr kang
shows why pushy tiger parents and permissive jellyfish parents actually hinder self
motivation she proposes a powerful new parenting model the intelligent joyful playful
highly social dolphin dolphin parents focus on maintaining balance in their children s
lives to gently yet authoritatively guide them toward lasting health happiness and
success as the medical director for child and youth mental health community programs in
vancouver dr kang has witnessed firsthand the consequences of parental pressure anxiety
disorders high stress levels suicides and addictions as the mother of three children
and as the daughter of immigrant parents who struggled to give their children the best
in life her mother could not read and her father taught her math while they drove
around in his taxi dr kang argues that often the simplest benefits we give our children
are the most valuable by trusting our deepest intuitions about what is best for our
kids we will in turn allow them to develop key dolphin traits to enable them to thrive
in an increasingly complex world adaptability community mindedness creativity and
critical thinking life is a journey through ever changing waters and dolphin parents
know that the most valuable help we can give our children is to assist them in
developing their own inner compass combining irrefutable science with unforgettable
real life stories the dolphin parent walks readers through dr kang s four part method
for cultivating self motivation the book makes a powerful case that we are not forced
to choose between being permissive or controlling the third option the option that will
prepare our kids for success in a future that will require adaptability is the dolphin
way
S. 1420, International Dolphin Conservation Program Act 1996 conversations with
madeleine l engle is the first collection of interviews with the beloved children s
book author best known for her 1962 newbery award winning novel a wrinkle in time
however madeleine l engle s accomplishments as a writer spread far beyond children s
literature beginning her career as a literary novelist for adults l engle 1918 2007
continued to write fiction for both young and old long after a wrinkle in time in her
sixties she published personal memoirs and devotional texts that explored her
relationship with religion at the time of her death l engle was mourned by fans of her
children s books and the larger christian community l engle s books as well as her life
were often marked by contradictions a consummate storyteller l engle carefully crafted
and performed a public self image via her interviews weaving through the documentable
facts in these interviews are partial lies misdirections and wish fulfillment fantasies
but when read against her fictions these truths can help us see l engle more deeply
what she wanted for herself and for her children what she believed about good and evil
and what she thought was the right way and the wrong way to be a family than if she had
been able to articulate the truth more directly the thirteen interviews collected here
reveal an amazing feat of authorial self fashioning as l engle transformed from
novelist to children s author to christian writer and attempted to craft a public
persona that would speak to each of these different audiences in meaningful yet not
painfully revealing ways
The Dolphin Parent 2014-04-01 dolphins
Conversations with Madeleine L'Engle 2018-12-17 marine biologist ellen prager chats
with host michele ammon about her new book adventure on dolphin island it s a
delightful tale full of fascinating sea creatures and is sure to make a big splash with
kids of all ages
Journey of the Pink Dolphins 2009-02-15 a story of the people of the sea the adventure
begins when johnny who has run away from home and hidden aboard an intercontinental
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hovership is shipwrecked in the middle of the south pacific ocean stranded on a raft
and in an apparently hopeless situation he is propelled by a pack of dolphins towards
an island in the great barrier reef a famous centre for dolphin research professor
kazan the director of research shares johnny s bewilderment as to the reason for the
dolphin rescue operation and arranges for johnny to stay on the island to assist in
unravelling the mystery in the chapters that follow johnny learns how to communicate
with dolphins explores the coral reef goes skin diving at night survives a fearful
hurricane unearths a horrifying underwater conspiracy and in an intensely exciting
final episode makes a dangerous 100 mile tip on surfboard towed turn and turn about by
his two closest dolphin friends
Adventure on Dolphin Island 2005 when a baby albino dolphin caught in old fishing
netting washes ashore paralympics sailing hopeful felix and english school girl kara
work with veterinarians and specialists to save and reunite the dolphin with her mother
setting off a chain of events that might just save the reef from the environmental
effects of proposed dredging
Dolphin Island 2011-09-29 the dolphin letters offers an unprecedented portrait of
robert lowell and elizabeth hardwick during the last seven years of lowell s life 1970
to 1977 a time of personal crisis and creative innovation for both writers centred on
the letters they exchanged with each other and with other members of their circle
writers intellectuals friends and publishers including elizabeth bishop caroline
blackwood mary mccarthy and adrienne rich the book has the narrative sweep of a novel
telling the story of the dramatic breakup of their twenty one year marriage and their
extraordinary but late reconciliation lowell s controversial sonnet sequence the
dolphin for which he used hardwick s letters as a source and his last book day by day
were written during this period as were hardwick s influential books seduction and
betrayal essays on women in literature and sleepless nights a novel lowell and hardwick
are acutely intelligent observers of marriages children and friends and of the feelings
that their personal crises gave rise to the dolphin letters masterfully edited by
saskia hamilton is a debate about the limits of art what occasions a work of art what
moral and artistic license artists have to make use of their lives as material what
formal innovations such debates give rise to the crisis of lowell s the dolphin was
profoundly affecting to everyone surrounding him and bishop s warning to lowell art
just isn t worth that much haunts
One White Dolphin 2013-06-11 this scientific memoir by an aquarium researcher
illuminate s the world of the dolphin s amazing intelligence and playfulness temple
grandin one comes away from reiss s book agreeing that dolphins are among the smartest
creatures on the planet and that they merit not just our attention but our care and
protection the new york times dolphins are creative and self aware with distinct
personalities and the ability to communicate with humans they craft their own toys use
underwater keyboards and live in complex societies throughout the seas and yet some
nations continue to slaughter them indiscriminately diana reiss is one of the world s
leading experts on dolphin intelligence her decades of research and interactions with
dolphins have made her a strong advocate for their global protection in the dolphin in
the mirror reiss demonstrates just how smart dolphins really are and makes a compelling
case for why we must protect them reiss who served as an adviser on the oscar winning
2009 film the cove writes passionately about the need to protect these sentient
creatures the washington post reiss fills the book with such intriguing tales and with
the science behind them reiss is passionate about her science but she is passionate
about her subjects as well the tampa bay times her enthusiasm is contagious publishers
weekly reiss has managed no small feat synthesizing personal experience descriptive
material and scientific fact no one reading this book could possibly remain untouched
by the beauty and intelligence of these powerful mammals of the sea irene pepperberg
author of alex me
S. 39, the International Dolphin Conservation Program Act 1997 dolphin days is a high
seas adventure novel of crime fiction it takes place in provincetown ma during the
winter of 1980
Review of the Administration's Proposal to Promote Dolphin Protection 1992 attack at
the dolphin is written by former sydney morning herald journalist and woman about town
bridget wilson set during the hard drinking high roller days of 1990 s sydney this
short entertaining read is a sometimes painful always moving often funny meditation on
marriage fidelity love and lust loyalty and betrayal married for many years to her most
devoted fan the book s protagonist finds herself coming undone when a bright young
cadet at the newspaper where she works starts paying her attention flattered and
surprised she finds herself drinking in sydney s trendiest bars with a toyboy on her
arm meanwhile her patient husband waits at home then one of her best women friends
steps into the equation and all hell breaks loose the books central scene is set in one
of sydney s best known inner city pubs the dolphin it is here that the woman
protagonist all too aware of her own hypocrisy confronts her unfaithful young lover and
disloyal friend
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The Dolphin Letters, 1970–1979 2020-01-14 a scandalous affair an old man with an
attitude problem a family inn crumbling to the ground will she ever survive the summer
tana martin was living her best life until suddenly she wasn t when she catches her
husband with a woman half her age her friend suggests that she needs a little you time
meaning swimsuits mai tais and golden sand beaches not a cantankerous old man who needs
a caretaker and a family inn that has fallen into a state of disrepair she should be
celebrating her silver wedding anniversary instead she s gearing up for the worst
summer of her life but dolphin bay the small island off the coast of maine where tana
spent much of her childhood has more than a few surprises in store amid the sea breeze
days and starry nights old friendships are rekindled new flames are ignited and tana
begins to realize that the life she left behind might not be the one she craves after
all visit the beautiful island of dolphin bay where friendship hope love and pastries
are plentiful this small town women s fiction series is perfect for readers of all ages
The Dolphin in the Mirror 2011-09-20 going to dolphin school under the sea is a magical
experience for pearl and her friends it s time for dolphin school s annual show off day
it s a chance for students to perform what they ve learned for the whole dolphin
community pearl and her friends echo splash and flip are excited to come up with the
best group routine ever but they all have different interests and they can t agree on
what to show off can the dolphin friends come up with a compromise or will they end up
looking silly in front of everyone
Port Dolphin LLC Deepwater Port License Application 2009 internationally renowned
dolphin expert dr horace dobbs tells the incredible story of over two decades work with
dolphins and reveals new research that shows how dolphins can inspire us not only with
their beauty and intelligence they can also heal us physically and emotionally dobbs
explores possible scientific explanations for the healing power of dolphins which he
supports with many heart warming tales of personal transformation these stories include
that of bill who after swimming with dolphins was completely cured after 12 years of
depression lilo who s terminal cancer regressed and the incredible story of eve a
severely autistic girl who uttered her first word good after meeting a dolphin the book
also examines the success of organised dolphin healing around the world including the
work of the famous dolphin healing centre in kyoto japan inspiring and deeply moving
dolphin healing heralds a breathtaking new development in communications between humans
and dolphins
Dolphin Days 2013-03-22 is a secret halved high flying oncologist professor jack
kincaid isn t convinced by the treatment offered at dolphin bay healing resort but if
there s the slightest possibility that dolphins can help his little nephew harry he
needs to give it a chance especially when he recognizes beautiful therapist dr kate
martin the woman he once knew as cathy jack can t help but be intrigued and he s just
as attracted to her as he always was and when kate reveals to him the devastating
secret that she will do anything to escape not only does she share her burden but she
starts to open up jack s locked away heart too
Attack at the Dolphin 2013-03-16 utterly enjoyable stylist perfect easy reading sun
when darcy mccall loses her beloved aunt molly she doesn t expect any sort of
inheritance let alone a small island located off the west coast of ireland tara hasn t
been lived on for years but according to molly s will darcy must stay there for twelve
months in order to fully inherit it s a big shock and she s even more shocked to hear
that she needs to persuade a village full of people to settle there too darcy has to
leave behind her independent city life and swap stylish heels for muddy wellies between
sorting everything from the plumbing to the pub darcy meets confident charming conor
and sensible stubborn dermot but who will make her feel really at home another
fabulously fun rom com novel from the author of from notting hill with love actually
The Inn at Dolphin Bay 2021-06-05 crystal skulls invite you on a journey of deeper
understanding of who you are learn to understand crystal skulls their different
characteristics their special energies and how you can use these energies for your
personal growth
Flip's Surprise Talent (Dolphin School #4) 2016-06-28 there s a pod of dolphins in the
bay and meg and mike s teacher ms lee gets the kids involved in the adopt a dolphin
scheme everyone brings a dollar so they can support the dolphins and go on a dolphin
watching trip and nothing can spoil the most perfect day out not even when the money
disappears and greash and foxie are the prime suspects as usual dollar for dolphin is
the tenth instalment in a series loved by children all over australia
Dolphin Healing 2015-11-05 in the midst of a pleasant cruise jayla a freshman in
college is thrown overboard when the ship encounters a storm she loses consciousness
and wakes in an unfamiliar place surrounded by strangers who explain that her ship sank
but she was brought to this place an undersea domed world by dolphins convinced shes at
the mercy of crazy people especially when they tell her she must remain in this new
world for the rest of her life she decides to bide her time while planning her escape
jayla believes she has an ally in ryan the ships only other survivor but he succumbs to
a red tide addiction putting him into the enemy camp she has no choice but to learn
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more about the other inhabitants of this home below the sea she finds they are all
survivors or offspring of survivors of plane crashes and shipwrecks they salvage what
they need from sunken ships and planes with the help of sea creatures but not all the
aquatic inhabitants are friends some are even deadly enemies of the dome dwellers the
domes undesirables those who cant manage in a decent societyand ryan soon proves to be
one of theseare expelled to another area of the dome a dingy slum jayla finds love and
companionship from an unexpected speciesher dolcher adev and a dome dweller arn she
discovers that life in the dome can be pleasant but she still misses the life she knew
she decides to find a way to be able to live in both worlds with the help of arn who
was born in the dome and knows no other life the dome dweller chronicles follow jayla
arn ryan and a cast of underwater dome inhabitants as they launch into new adventures
and find mysterious ocean floor domes around the globe
A Secret Shared... 2014-09-01 the second book in the heart warming white giraffe series
by lauren st john featuring the african adventures of martine and her magical white
giraffe a school trip to see dolphins is a dream come true for best friends martine and
ben until a storm strikes their cruise ship in the treacherous seas of mozambique
rescued by dolphins they find themselves in an island paradise but one surrounded by
sharks and packed with peril the idyllic turquoise waters hide a secret that threatens
both the children and the dolphins martine s special gift might help but she can t do
it alone when she needs a true friend who will be there
Romance Novel:The Dolphin that Flirted with Me 2011-11-24 welcome to dolphin island
where the tropical sun shines the dolphins play and friendship is always just down the
beach hurricane season is here and abby can t help but worry about the danger it may
bring to the resort and the dolphins living in the cove if the wind gets any stronger
and the waves grow any wilder everyone might have to evacuate that doesn t stop abby
from introducing a new guest named delaney to her dolphin friends but when the storm
hits and delaney s dad gets stranded in open water it s abby and her dolphin friends to
the rescue
Breakfast At Darcy's 2007-01-01 a thrilling fantasy of adventure love coming of age and
talking dolphins by award winner robert t jeschonek author of the booklist top ten
first novel for youth my favorite band does not exist how can a teenage girl who s
afraid of the water become queen of a kingdom above and beneath the sea raised on
savage shark island cryssa seachild escapes to her true home a tropical camelot
protected by talking dolphin knights in shining armor a dolphin knight named seek helps
cryssa overcome her fear of the water and forge a new destiny as queen of land and sea
but cryssa struggles with her dual heritage torn between the ways of dolphins and
sharks when the people of shark island spring a trap to steal back cryssa her world
explodes in a war between armies of human warriors and sea creatures cryssa must risk
everything to end the war single handedly save the dolphin knight she loves and forge a
brighter tomorrow for the clashing kingdoms
Crystal Skulls 2012-03-01 join the residents of dolphin bay one last time as they gear
up for a holiday season they ll never forget the trees are decorated carols are
floating on the saltwater air and the island s golden sand is blanketed in white amidst
the beauty of the christmas season tana and her friends reflect on their past right the
wrongs of their present and create the future they ve always dreamed of another year is
drawing to a close and so too is their story visit the beautiful island of dolphin bay
where friendship hope love and pastries are plentiful this small town women s fiction
series is perfect for readers of all ages
Dollar for a Dolphin 2016-11-04 before the dawn of man there was a covenant between the
land and the sea people a covenant long forgotten by those who stayed on shore but
indelibly etched in the minds of others the dolphins of altair now the covenant had
been broken dolphins were being wantonly sacrificed in the name of scientific research
their waters increasingly polluted their number dangerously diminished they had to find
allies and strike back allies willing to sever their own earthly bonds for the sake of
their sea brothers willing if necessary to execute the destruction of the whole human
race
Dolphin Dome 1989 v 12 contains the archer christmas 1877
Mass Mortality of Bottlenose Dolphins in 1987-88 2010-05-14
The White Giraffe Series: Dolphin Song 2020-05-05
Lost in the Storm (Dolphin Island #2) 2012-05-22
Dolphin Knight 1998
The Diamond Touch 2022-01-27
Christmas at Dolphin Bay 1876
Thye Quiver: An Illustrated Magazine 2017-03-30
The Dolphins of Altair 1876
The Quiver
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